"FAIL is not a four letter word:
Why success is more likely
when you’re willing to fail"
March 9, 2020
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10th Annual Southeastern Pediatric
Research Conference
‐ Abstracts due this Friday, March 13th at 1pm
‐ Abstracts used at other conferences may be submitted
‐ Limited space available for poster presentations; 6 abstracts will be
selected for oral presentations
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March K-Club – Introduction

Introduction by‐
M.G. Finn, PhD
Professor and Chair, Dept of
Chemistry and Biochemistry
James A. Carlos Family Chair for
Pediatric Technology
Georgia Institute of Technology
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A conversation I have often

Me: We started an education and psychology research project, and it’s
really fun, but it also terrifies me.
Colleague: Why is that?
Me: Because these topics are all new to me, and we launched it as a
nationwide network, and I’m terrified that we’ll fail.
Colleague: Well, what’s your research project about?
Me: Overcoming fear of failure.

Your turn to participate!

text JENHEEMSTRA693 to 22333
or pollev.com/jenheemstra693

What makes this possible?

Why study failure?

•

As researchers, we know that failure is:
•

painful

•

unavoidable

•

can be a key step on the path to success

•

Leveraging failure toward success requires perseverance and resilience
– the willingness to try again and do so effectively

•

This raises the questions:
•

how and when do students acquire these skills?

•

how can we help students in our courses cultivate these skills?

We already know how to fail

I learned all about failure by playing golf.
Anyone else?
How about mini golf?

What do we do when failure is likely?

We’re always hoping for a
“hole in one” but sometimes
that seems impossible. What
do we do?

•

Plan out what we think is the best option

•

Execute that plan to our best ability

•

If successful, celebrate our victory

•

If unsuccessful…
•

throw our putter into the bushes and go home

•

reassess the situation and keep trying, even though the “failure” will
be on our scorecard; learn so you can do better next time

Yes, but…that’s golf and this is my career

•

It can feel easier to push ahead despite possible failure when the thing
we’re doing is “for fun”

•

The stakes are much higher when we think about failing at work

•

However, if we are afraid to fail, then we might:
•

avoid setting up an important experiment

•

subtly sabotage the experiment so that we have an excuse when it
doesn’t work

•

avoid seeking out help and advice

•

be more likely to “throw the reaction into the waste container and go
home” instead of trying again

So, what can we do about this as researchers and educators?

A career changing conversation (of many)

My PhD advisor: Have you read this book
Mindset by Carol Dweck?
Me: No, what is it about?
My PhD advisor: That how you view your
abilities can determine your success.
Me: Whoa. Sounds like I should read that.

The “can’t not”:
•

Fixed mindset creates fear of failure, and fear of failure can lead us to
self-sabotage so that we have an excuse when things don’t work

•

What does that look like when we work in an industry where we face
the possibility of failure every day?

A shift in professional development

What is mindset?

Research by the Dweck group shows that our implicit theory of
intelligence (“mindset”) can significantly impact our success
Fixed Mindset: Your basic qualities such as intelligence and talent are
traits that are set. Talent and intelligence alone create success. You are
driven by the desire to appear intelligent.
Growth Mindset: Intelligence and talent are just the starting point – you
can develop in any ability through hard work. Thus, hard work leads to
success. You are driven by the desire to learn and improve.

Mindset by Carol Dweck

What does this have to do with failure?
Fixed Mindset: You are more likely to avoid situations where failure is
possible, as a failure delivers unwelcome (and unfixable) feedback about
your talent level. You do not have a productive path forward after a
failure occurs.
Growth Mindset: You are less afraid of new challenges, as a failure just
indicates your current (not permanent) skill level. You are capable of
overcoming short-term failure, as you can envision a path to success
through hard work and improvement.

or
Mindset by Carol Dweck

It starts out small…

this seemingly small assumption
that we make about our abilities
can “snowball” into big outcomes

What happens when your experiment fails?
Fixed mindset:

Growth mindset:

•

you might not have tried the
experiment in the first place

•

you acknowledge that experiment
might not work

•

you subconsciously do something
wrong in the setup – now you have
an excuse when it fails

•

you give your best effort to get
things right

•

when you get bad result, you view
experiment as a challenge that you
want to solve

•

you view trying again as productive
and fun because you believe hard
work can (eventually) yield progress

•

doesn’t matter what others think,
because you know you’re giving
your best

•

when you get bad result, you blame
other people or external factors –
they “ruined” your experiment

•

you view trying again as fruitless

•

but, might give it a halfhearted effort
to keep advisor/professor happy

Which of these pathways is more likely to lead to success in your research?

My classes need to hear this too

Deliver a 50 min lecture on “The power of Mindset” – combines science
behind mindset and some of my personal experiences

There’s more to teaching than lecture

•

Created a 4-part “failure training” curriculum that combines videos,
lecture, social media, and reflective writing

•

Recognized this could be better, get assessed, and be disseminated…if
we start doing education research
…and then I failed

Sometimes failure makes it better

•

What if we gather an interdisciplinary team of psychologists, education
researchers, and STEM instructors across multiple institution types?

•

Hired two postdoctoral researchers

•

Found the right acronym

•

Failure as a part of Learning: A Mindset Education network (FLAMEnet)
is born!

Interdisciplinary = better

Research
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outcomes
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FLAMEnet intervention streams

Developed and implemented two intervention streams (with more on the way!):
• Exam debrief (lecture courses).
• Students review incorrect answers and misconceptions from an exam and
develop a plan for improvement on subsequent exams
• Prompts and messaging are specifically designed to encourage a growth
mindset, mastery goal orientation, and productive coping skills.
• Reflections on learning through failure (lab courses)
• Students reflect on their responses to research failures or challenges
throughout the course.
• Students use these reflections as inspiration to create a digital
communication product (e.g. video, podcast) sharing insights with their
peers about how to learn from failure
• Goal is to encourage a growth mindset, mastery goal orientation, and
productive coping skills
• Digital communication assignments from one year will be shown to
students in the subsequent year to enable peer-to-peer communication

How to we measure fear of failure?

•
•
•
•

PFAI developed to measure fear of failure for broad population
25 items across 5 factors
Is this valid for undergraduate STEM students?
How do we assess STEM-specific fear of failure?
Conroy, D. E. 2001 14(4), 431-452

How to we measure fear of failure?
• Created STEM-specific version
of PFAI
• Survey taken by 1309
undergraduate students in
STEM courses across multiple
universities and disciplines
• Used exploratory factor analysis
to search for new measure
structure
• Decreased 5 factors to 4
factors
• Decreased 25 items to 15
items
• Research ongoing to validate
measures for coping and
mindset

Henry, M. A. et al. submitted

So, what about when you do fail big?

• Remember that 2015 retreat where we talked about mindset and fear of
failure?
• My tenure vote was 2 months later. It did not go how I had expected
…and it was the best thing that ever happened in my career
• Resilience – accepting adversity and coping with it
• Transformative resilience – embracing adversity, growing through it, and using
it to impact others in a positive way
• As a result of that experience, I now:
• recognize I’m stronger than I though I was
• am a more empathetic mentor and colleague
• cultivate a lab dynamic that is forever changed
• have vision and clarity for transforming academic culture
• care more about achieving my goals than what people think about me

Final thoughts

• Failure is not the goal
• The goal is to:
• have the courage to try your best even when failure is possible
• have the wisdom to seek out help before, during, and after a failure
• have the resilience to keep going and keep growing
• have the vision to transform your failure and adversity into purpose

Being willing to fail and making the most of your failure may just be a key to
your success!
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